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The ‘Amazon Effect’ describes the way nearly every market has been tapped into 

by digital giants [2]. From food to furniture, music and film to clothing, brick-and-

mortar outlets are becoming increasingly redundant, however there is one market 

that seems to be exempt; the cosmetics industry was valued at around $532 billion in 

2017 and is expected to grow over 7% for the next six years [3].  

Online 

purchases, EU-28, 2018 (% of individuals who bought or ordered goods or services 

over the internet for private use in the previous 12 months) – Source: Eurostat [1] 

 

My question was to what extent is the cosmetics industry exempt from the ‘Amazon 

Effect,’ and how infallible is this exemption? To do this, I used User Journey and User 

Flow. I chose these methods as there was scope for analysis in both the digital and 

the physical sphere, so I could identify where cosmetic’s exemption comes from [2]. 



 

 



 

I wanted participants from different regions to ensure I was identifying a global 

trend. It was also desirable that the participants used products and services outside 

of their home nations, not only to remove the influence of brand familiarity, but also 

so the materials they sourced were of a similar nature. For User Journey, the 

participants were given a different beauty treatment and asked to book it with a 

local provider. The treatments – hair dye, ear piercing, bikini wax – were ones where 

sensitivities, hygiene and the experience of the beautician would be a factor, to see 

whether these were accounted for in the way they searched. A time limit of 10:00 

was imposed to control the data being recorded, however this was not made 

known to the participants to avoid pressuring their decisions.  

For User Flow, the participants were provided with the same product and asked to 

figure out how to use it and whether they would buy it. The product – Revlon 

ColourStay Exactify Liquid Waterproof Eyeliner in black – was chosen as its wheel 

applicator is notoriously difficult to use and can require instruction. Whilst it was not 



my intention, it was convenient the participants had differing levels of makeup skill, 

as I could identify what techniques the participants shared and which pertained 

more to their level of experience. 

 

The participants (the stars refer to their self-described level of skill with makeup) 

 

The answer to my original question can be identified in the User Flow tests. Despite 

being made clear to the participants they could use their laptops, all of them chose 

to apply it to their hands and eyes first, before going online. This suggests that 

regardless of the information provided, cosmetic customers will always opt to get a 

physical feel for the product. When they eventually started online, they all tried to 

find video tutorials of people using the product. This is where their varying 

experience with cosmetics became more evident; Participant B selected the 

brand’s own video tutorial on the product, stating their knowledge of the product 

made them most suitable to talk about it [4]. Participant A and C opted for 

unrelated bloggers, suggesting the brand’s own video may be biased, however 

Participant C narrowed this down to bloggers she already followed. Though she 

briefly watched other vloggers’ reviews, she concluded she would not be interested 

in the product if her influencers had not reviewed it, demonstrating the cosmetic 

customer’s desire to have a more tangible experience. 



 

 



 

 



 

There is an Achilles Heels to this exemption. In the User Journey test, all the 

participants searched for their treatments online by typing “*name of treatment* 

Cardiff” into their Search Engine, all of which happened to be Google. Two 

participants proceeded to use the Map feature on Google, which listed local 

providers, either listing them according to rating, or manually selecting those with 

four stars and above. In the digital sphere, bad reviews are extremely detrimental, as 

evidenced by the participants filtering websites down via ratings. In addition, all 

participants did their upmost to avoid walk-ins or phone bookings, opting to do it 

online. As the digital sphere continues to impact the way we communicate, it is 

possible that what was once a USP to cosmeticians – they can be like therapists – 

could become their downfall, as more generations shy away from human 

interaction. 

 

 



 

 

 



Whilst the experiential nature of the cosmetics industry means the industry cannot 

entirely be undermined by the Amazon Effect, elements of the digital are having 

their impact on particular brands within the industry. Ultimately however, it’s going to 

take a considerable upheaval in technology before makeup application and 

beauty treatments can be done over the computer, redeeming the industry – if only 

by a thread – for the considerable future. 
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